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INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this study was to determine the effects of equil~ 
enin on the embryonic development .of the Zebra Fish~ Brachyda.n!§ rerio 
(Hamilton). The investigations in this paper were concerned with the 
eytologieal, and gross effects of the chemical., 
Equilenin is a naturally occuring female hormone as reported by 
Beall and-,Gra.nt (1954). It)-'alonI~ wi:th other natural st·eroids, was 
tested for its effects on cell divisiom. and embryonic development in 
screening tests ( Jones and Huffman.,. 1957.). The chemical produces its 
own ·c.ha:racte;i'stic effects on the fish ·embry'.os 9 which include swollen 
pericardium., circulatory disorders, swollen ~ntesti~al area, and growth 
abnormalities of the.tail and other body partso The effects of equil= 
enin and a possible explanation of their ~a.use are herein described. 
. - . ' .. " . 
Acknowledgement is extended to Dr. Roy W. Jones, Head of The 
Department of Zoology» who directed the work and for his advice and 
c_riticism in the_ production. of. this paper. The author is grateful to 
Dr. L. H. Bruneau and Dr. C. R., Crane for their careful evaluation and 
critical examination of the manuscript. The assistance of Branley Ao 
Branson» Howard A. Kivett, and'·Johh Atkins is appreciated for the 
collection of eggsj feeding and care of the fish. Appreciation is also 
expressed to Dr. Max· N. Huffman and the La.sdon Foundation £or .furnish-
l 
2 
ing the chemicals and financial assistance. 
LITERATURE REVIE.W 
Equilenin is an estrogenic steroid which can be extracted from the 
urine of a pregnant mare (Beall and Grant;, 1954),, A United States 
patent was obtained in 1948 for this compound. The compound was synth-
esized from d=deso:xyequilenin which was obtained from the neutral 
fraction of the urine of a pregnant mare by Bachmann and Drieding 
(1950). Djerassi 9 Rosenkranz9 Rome 9 Pataski~ and Kaufmann (1951) and 
Mendon (1952) reported new methods for the synthesis of equilenin~ 
Courvier, Iforeau 9 and Jacques (1951) synthesized the compound with no 
ring, and Horeau (19.52) described a. recent synthesis of new estrogens 
' 
which included equilenin. 
Preparation or synthesis of a new compoUiil.d may involve the synth= 
esis of several new intermediate or related compounds. Bachmann and 
Dreiding (1950) synthesized d-isoequilenin and its methyl ether by use 
of pal+adiumo Baehmann and Holmes (1951) reported the synthesis of 
l4pl5-dehydroequilenin methyl ethero Johnsoni Gutsche9 Hirschman~ 
and Stromberg (1951) prepared by Strobbe=condensa.tion many valuable 
intermediate coinp9.undso Grant and Glen (19.52) also obtained a. Umited 
States Patent for other equilenin deriva.tiveso Habgood (1952) while 
'making studies of the A ring of equilenin synthesized a valuable inter= 
mediate compound 4-carbomethoxyequilenin. Eg+inton 9 Nevenzel~ Newman, 
' ...... . .. 
and Scott (19.53) and Johnson, Petersonp and Gutsche (1950) reported 
intermediates occuring during the synthesis. of equilenin. Djerassi1 
Rosenkranz 3 Kaufmann.g Pa.,taskip and Romo (19.54) obtained a United 
3 
4 
States Patent for the synthesis of l=methyl-~=dehydroestrogen. 
One of the valuable intermediate compounds obtained with 2=cyano= 
l=keto-7-methoxy-2-methyl=l,,2j)3,4~=tetrahydrophenanthrene is 14,1.5-
dehydroequilenin. The compound is readily converted to the final pro= 
.• • ' 'i 
d.uct equilenino l=Methyl isoequilenin was prepared by dehydrogenation 
of 1-m.ethylestrone thus providing the proof of the structure of 1-
methylestrone (Dreiding and P?mmer 9 1953)0 
The configuration and functional groups of the steroids have been 
discussed by various authors. Stork and Singh (1950) discussed the 
resemblance of the c/d ring of equilenin and other steroids that are 
very similiar to equilenin in structurea Jones.I) Humphries)) Herling, 
and Dobriner (1951) recognized the principle functional groups in 
steroids by infrared spectrometry. 
Estrogenic steroids occur in mixtures and several reports have 
been made on methods of separation of sueh closely related epimeric 
estradiols as equilenin and equilino By microanalysis 9 phenolic estro-
gens were separated from ·other phenols, as reported by Bos cott ( 1949). 
Infrared speetr&]'>t1.::rt.t)Dletry-, ean--be -utilized for the identi!ica.tion of 
the compounds as reported by Banes (1950). Hoftmann (1951) and Graus-
berg (1952) 9 by use of paper chromatography9 removed equilenin and 
equilin.from an estradiol mixture. Separation of ketosteroids by ben~ 
zilic acid hydrazide was accomplished by Velluzp Petitj Racine 9 Amiard9 
and Joly (19.53) o 
Derivatives of equilenin may be important because they may lead 
to the synthesis of other important estrogenic steroids. Bachmann, 
Dreidingj and Stevenson (1951) recorded that the products of hydro-
genation of dl=equilenin yielded, l 9 2,J 9 4ll-tetrahydroequilenin., 'When 
equilenin was reacted with nitrosodisulfona.te other intermediate com~ 
pouds were obtained by Tauber (1953)0 McNiven (19$4) reported pro= 
ducts obtained from the oxida.tiop. of equilenino 
So~e authors have reported results of the action of estrogens on 
. . ,.. ,, 
various tissues and cells· o Chang and Wi tsohi ( 19$3) reported on tests 
-· . 
involving the aation of equilenin and equilin on frog larva o They · 
. .- . - - . . - . • ~. i . 
·produced extensive hyperplasia. and modified sexual differentationo The 
. . ' ~ .... ,.. ·-
('}p~inunn eonditi(!nS ~or the __ intrava~inal ad.ministra,tion of estrogens 
were obtained by Biggers and Clarlngbold (1954) and_they concluded that 
. . - ,, . .. - -
certain estrogens reduced growth while others incr,ased growth_. Hugg ... 
. ~ .. . .. -
ina·;'"and Je~en ( 1955) observed the effects ·of phenolic estr~gens on 
the growth _of the uterus and conoluded that uterine growth is.related 
to the dosage until a maxim.um is reached. 
Through personal com.munlcation9 the Biological Screening Office of 
I, 
·The Upj ohn. Company reported that when equilenin was administered, nb= 
cutaneously to male and female rats 9 the typical effects o:£ a.n estrogen) 
.. .. . ,• . .. ... . .. ,,, ,... .. ... . . ~- .i ·- '.. .' • 
ad.renal hypertrophy» th.ymolysis 9 and.loss of.body weight were ev.ident. 
They also reported tnat female rats treated with equ.ilenin and estrom.e 
gave evijenoe th't equilenin has about·one=tenth the estrogenic potency 
0£ estroneo 
As stated oy the Council on Pharmacy and Chemistry of the American 
Medi.cal A11~ciation9 the estrogens are the most potent regulators of 
growth and cellular division et the female genital traoto They produce 
b.ypertrophly of-the muscle layers and en,.dctm.etri~o An increased. water 
content of' organs follows administrationo. The effects on the vagina 
seem to- be keratization of the superficial cells ot the vaginal m,uiosao 
They also cause extensive growth of the mammary glands. 
Several authors have reported the effects of various chemicals on 
the developmental_ pattern of Brachzdanio rerio,i, Some of the most rec-
6 
ent work has been done by Jones and Huffrna.xa ( 19.57, 19.58)" They discuss 
the various uses of the embryos in the rapid detection of chemicals 
which affect cell division and differentation (1957). Jones, Hu£1'm.an, 
and Katzberg (1957) noted that some steroids have a much higher cyto-
static action than others. The various steroids they investigated were 
all different in their effects on cell division depending on the steroid 
and the concentration. Jones and Huffman (1958) reported some new 
cytostatic steroids possibly useful in the treatment of human. cancer of 
the breast. 
Jones (1949) also observed that the toxic effect of antuitrin 
_(growth hormone) was proportional to the concentration of the hormone. 
Podophyllotoxiri was referred to as a mitotic poison because it complete-
ly stopped cell division (Jones, 1951) o 
Ethyl carbamate was tested in six different developmental stages 
of !!.~i!chydal}_,io !.!!!2 by Battle a:nd Hisaoka ( 1953) who found that the 
chemical elicited a retardation of growth and embryonic structure@ 
Jones, Gibson, and Nichols (1951) noted that the degree of retardation 
was proportional to the thyroxine concentration and that morphogenesis 
and pigment formation were greatly retarded while metabolism was accel-
erated. Gibs'on (195;4) concluded that exposure of the embryos to t1;1y ... 
ro:xine prod¥ced marked growth retardation. 
Observations have been made on the effects of various physical 
£actors en the development of !3!achydani2_ !eF.~.£· Goff (194.0) stated 
that increased atmospheric pressure caused retardation for a period 0£ 
time but the embryos were .able to regulate themselves. And.arson and 
Jones (1950) reported on exposure of the embryos to ultra-sonic v.i.bra-
tions. They found that the ability of the embryos to survive exposure 
,., 
to ultra~sonic vibrations increased as morphogenesis occurred. The 
effects of variations of light and dark background on chromatophore 
development were observed by Whit~in:gto:n (1952) and he also observed 
the migration pattern foll0wed by the chromatophores. 
Battle (19~0) 9 Budd (1940) 9 Harrington (19147), an¢!. Moore (1944) 
reported observations on fish embryology and larval developme~t in 
connection with life history studies. Some of these papers give the 
chronological time of organ development. 
Ingersol (1949) 9 Price (1934, 1935), Solberg (1938) observed that 
embryonic differentation in fish could be described chronologically 
when the oxygen supply and the temperature were kept constant. Hubbs 
(1943) designated precise terminology for the stages of the early 
development of fishes. 
Oppenheimer (1937) and Ba.linsky (1948) used a stage-namin.g system 
ill whioh development was expressed in terms of the degree of organ and 
tissue differentation instead of a. chronological ageo They c~neluded 
that the chronological age is not a satisfactory method of expressing 
the stage of·emb:ryoni~ development because the rate of growth varies 
with o:x:ygen and enviri®nmental temperatures. Balinsky (1948) descrfbes 
the lt.6 developmental stages of Cyprinid fishes and exact4' which morph.--
ological data are associated with a certain stagev 
Wilson {1889) reported the complete gross and histological desor-
iptions of the ,derivatives and the fates of the primary germ layers. 
7 
8 
He also summarized the pre,tious work done in fish embryology and oompar~ 
ed teleost development with that of higher vertebrates~ Wilson's paper 
is considered a classic in the field of f.ish embryology. 
Various authors have discussed the development o:f the Zebra Fish, 
Br.!::chydanio !'er,;o .. Roosen~Runge (1938) described the cytological 
and protoplasmic events occuring in the liv~ng egg. He also observed 
differentation of the egg without cleavage and described cell division 
add mitotic rate during developmenta 
Creaser (1934) described a technique for collecting and handJing 
eggs of Brac~darli£ rer~o for laboratory useQ Goff (1940), Battle and 
Hisa.oka (19.51), and Jones {19.57) have described their methods for the 
collection of the embryos. 
Jones (1939) and Self (1937) used the "mitotic index11 to determine 
the relationship between cell division and dif'ferentation of Fundulus 
and 9!_mbusia respectivelyo Oppenheimer (1947) gave an account of the 
general organization of the teleost blastoderm., 
Goodrich and Nichols (1931} working with the regeneration of the 
portions of the fin of the adult Zebra Fish studied the action of the 
chromatophores in newly formed appendageso They found that the chrom-
atophores increased in a region of future dark stripes while the chrom-
atophores decreased in the region of future Jight stripes. 
Ingersol and Jones ( 1949) compared Brachydani'?., re3:r:..1<?. with other 
exotic fish suitable for classroom work, and discussed the usefulness 
of various forms of exotic fish in the laboratory. Orton (1954) 
discussed the use of developmental stages of fish as a rich source of 
material that is useful in embry0logical resea.rcho 
METHODS AND MATERIALS 
Many workers have recognized that the Zebra Fish is a useful mat-
erial for experimental study. Several different cultural techniques 
have been suggested, e. g., Battle and Hisaoka (1951), Creaser (1934), 
Goff (1940)p Jones (1957)J> and Roosen-Runge (1938, 1939). 
The Zebra FishJ> a cyprinid originally imported from India, is 
easily kept under laboratory conditions and is very popular in trop-· 
iea1 fish a.quariao It is small (maximum length, 2 • .$ inches, average, 
1.$ inches), highly colored.9 active and hardy• It feeds readily on 
both dry and live foodo It becomes sexually mature when about six 
months of age. Longevity is approximately two years. Spawning is not 
seasonal and occurs in healthy females about every three or four weeks. 
In these studies~ the adult fish were kept in a battery of nine, 
five-gallon, aerated aquaria, each containing some .30 fish in the ratio 
of two males to one female. The bottom of each tank was covered with ' 
glass marbles which protected the freshly laid eggs from the carnivor-
ous adults o Each tank had a filter .1J which served as an aerator, and a 
thermostatically controlled heater.. Th.e l<;1.bora.tory was air=conditioned 
and maintained at a year around temperature ·of 70-80° F. Th.e tanks 
were maintained at 26.:2° C (79°F). The water depth level was main-
tained at six incheso Fresh tap-water was added daily to replace that 
./ 
lost by evaporation and siphoning for eggso 
The adult fish were !ed two types of commercial fish £ood, plank-
10 
ton.9 paphni,_<3,: majo~, dwarf white worms of the family Enchytraeida.e, 
brine shrimp of the genus ~~.land a baby food mixture~ The mixture 
was prepared by mixing; one can of strained liver, one can of cooked egg 
yolk, and two cans of strained spinach with Pablum; thicking to a paste 
and cooking for one hour. Creaser (1934) reported that ~rosophila 
(vestigial wing) and plankton, consisting namely of Cyclops served well 
for food. 
The aquaria were arranged in a covered cabinet so that the light 
could be controlled easily, because a strong light after a period of 
complete darkness seems to stimulate ovulation {Jones, 19.57). This 
enabled us to control somewhat the time of ovulation and to secure emb= 
ryos in relatively uniform stages of development~ 
Breeding activity was usually observed soon after the lights were 
turned on fn the morning and the eggs were then siphoned from the tanks 
using rubber tubing and a tea strainer. The eggs were separated from 
the debris by washing and decantation. The debris was usually much 
lighter than the eggs and was poured off during the decanting process. 
The eggs· were removed with a pipette and were sorted and counted out 
into culture dishes. During each test, a certain developmental stage 
was used. In the process of sortingp the eggs were all sorted accord-
ing to the stage desired. They were usually secured around stages 
3~5 (Balinsky, 1948). 
Zebra Fish eggs are about Oo..5 mm. in diameter, transparent, and 
can be seen with the unaided eyee The first cleavage usually occurs 
35-40 mim:i.tes after fertilization and subsequent cleavages occur app-
roximately every 18-20 minutes at 26°c (Roosen-Runge, 1938). The 
embryos undergo rapid cleavage and morphogenesis. The animal is com-
pletely transparent during the formation of the major organs. The 
embryos develop into recognizable baby fish in the first 24 hours amd 
usually hatch during the third day, which would be in the later part 
of the prolarval stage (Hubbs, 1943)., The embryos were usually in the 
2-64 cell stages at the time of exposure to the chemical. This corr-
esponds to stages 3-8 as reported by Balinsky (1948)0 The embryos were 
usually collected within two hours after the time of fertilization$ 
The number of embryos in the culture dishes varied from 10 to 25 
and these were incubated in 50-100 mlo of aerated tap water at 8o°Fo 
Into each of these culture dishes were placed certain materials. In 
one dish, only aerated tap water was present. In another dish propy• 
lene glycol was added, while in the other culture dishes certain amoun-
ts of equilenin dissolved in propylene glycol were added. The con-
centration of the stock solution provided by Dr. Huffman, was one mg. 
of equilenin dissolved in one ml. of propylene glycol. 
In the dilutions used in these tests, the propylene glycol pro-
duced no increase in the number of deaths. The propylene glycol was 
used as a control along with aerated tap water because the equilenin 
was dissolved in the propylene glycol. Cultures were rated on the 
number of parts per million of the test chemical in the culture solut-
ions. Test concent~ations of 0.18, Oo32, Oo56, loO, 2o0, J.O, 5.0, 
10.0, 20o0 ppm were usedo 
Observations and notes of the effects of the chemical on the 
embryos were made at 6, 12, and 24 hours after exposure and then every 
24 hours. The test usually was closed after the 4th day (96 hours). 
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By the eighth hour of' development at 8o°F, the embryo is usually 
approaching the closure of the blastopore (Blumenkrantz, 1956). This 
c:mrresponds to stage 15 (Balinsky, 1948). If there is any interfer-
ence with mitosis and cell movements by a chemical, this can be obser-
ved readily at this time. Approxima.tely 12-14 hours after fertiliz-
ation., the ma.in body axis is organized and the process o.i' orga.nogenesis 
is starting. The purpose of recording observations at this time is to 
observe any abnormalities in organ formation. The organs have been 
formed by 24-26 hours after fertilization and if there are any abnormal 
or retarded structures they can readily be seen at this time. The 
effects of the equilenin on development of the embryos can be seen 
vecy well 24 hours after they were exposed to the chemical. 
A wide field binocular Stereomicroscope with eye pieces of 10 or 
1.$X and lens objectives of 1.0 to 7 .5X was used for observations of 
gross anatomical features. This gave a three-dimensional aspect to 
the observations. The Stereomicroscope was utilized during the tests 
also for the taking of photographs» and for the removal of chorions 
from some specimens. 
· Photographs were made of the embryos with a 35 mm. Leica camera 
attached to a standard Spencer microscope fitted with a Micro=Ipso. 
This is an attachment for viewing specimens while photographing them. 
Kohler illumination with a ribbon~filament lamp was used throughout. 
Also some pictures were taken with the phase microscope when a partic-
ular area was to be studied in detailo 
In this study~ pictures were made every 24 hours during the first 
4 or 5 days of embryonic: development. At various times, embryos were 
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removed and fixed in Bouin's Fluid. Some pictures were made with the 
chorion present while others were made after the chorion had been 
removed. The chorion was punctured with microdissecting needles and 
then torn open~ releasing the embryo., The most important reasbn for 
removing the chorion is that it becomes adhesive and picks up dust 
particles which obstruct the view. The chorion of the Zebra Fish is 
freely permeable to equilenin as evidenced by the fact that there 
was no significant difference in susceptability when the chorion was 
or was not punctured. Therefore, it was not considered necessary to 
remove the chorion of the embryo during the tests. 
Other pictures were taken of another series of tests which were 
designed to·tast the rate of recovery of the embryo. The embryos were 
put into the culture dishes containing the chemical for 24 hours and 
then the equilenin was removed and replaced with freshly aerated tap 
water. Pictures were ma.de every 24 hours. The pictures were taken of 
the control specimens 9 of the embryos from culture dishes in which the 
chemical was still present, and of the embryos undergoing recovery. 
Some of the pictures taken during this study are shown in the plates 
at the end of this paper. They are arranged according to photographic 
density ra·ther than according to stages or sequence. The purpose of 
this arrangement is for better photographic reproduction. 
Some of the embryos were preserved for future study at various 
stages of development. Tpey were fixed in Bouin1 s fluid, and stored 
in 60-70 percent isopropyl alcohol.. All chorions were removed after 
fixation and the embryos were transferred to pieces of glass tubing 
which were plugged at both ends with absorbent cotton. A small piece 
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of paper recording the date of fixations, and the age of the embryos 
were inserted in the tubeso The tubes were immersed in vials with.in 
a larger jar containing 60=70 percent isopropyl alcohol and storede 
This made fixed material of all stages available for use or -:reference 
at &l3T desired timeo 
The fixed material was utilized in two different ways. Some of 
the material was put on a clean slide with a drop of aceto=carmine 
stain and a smear of the embryo was made and covered with a cover slip. 
This method is excellent for studying cell structure and size under 
the microscope. 
Using these prepared slides it was observed.s, that the nuGlear 
diameters of the cells of the treated specimens appeared t0 be of a 
larger size than those of the control specimenso This led llS to make 
measurements to determine if there were signif'icant"differenceso In 
the preliminary tests 9 measurements were made using an ocular micro= 
meter to measure the diameter of selected nuclei of the treated and of 
the control embryos& It was observed that there were statistically 
significant differences between the nuclei of normal and of treated 
specimens& With the results obtained and with. the aid of the Statist= 
ical laborato:cy a test <design was deitelopedo 
I 
The fish were collected and divided in three classese One class 
was cultured in a two ppmo solution.of equilenino The second class 
was cultured in a two ppmo solution of propylene glycol as a control. 
The third class l!Jas a group of untreated embryos placed in aerated 
tap water. All of the embryos were approximately six ho11rs old at the 
time of exposure~ or in the early cap stageo They were allowed to 
develop for 24 ho'IJI's before the test counts were started. All of these 
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embryos were somewhat retarded in expect·ed development probably due to 
the fact that they were kept at a lower temperature (74°F) during the 
six hours prior to exposureo 
The three cultures or classes were labled I, II, and III. The 
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equilehin treated culture was IIIo The propylene glycol treated culture 
was IIo Culture I consisted of embryos in aerated tap wa.terq A scheme 
was set up to draw by lot the embryos from the dishes. The individ-
ual eggs were removed in a sequence that was not patternized and which 
assisted in keeping the time element or degree of development constant 
in the three elassese Each individual embryo was taken from the culture 
and treated as followse The chorion was removed, and the posterior 
end (tail area} of the embryo was severed and placed on a slide. A 
cover slip was gently applied so as not to disturb the relative posit-
ions of the cells and a squash was made of the tail. The cellular 
structure and nuclear diameters were studied in vivo under an oil-
immersion objective(bright contrast medium) on the Spencer phase micro• 
scopeo 
Certain areas of cells were selected and these areas were designed 
loci A~ Bj c, and D, see diagram belowo Locus A consisted of cells 
anterior and dorsalo Locus B consisted of cells anterior and ventral. 
Locus G was made up of cells posterior and dorsal. Loous D consistea 
of cells ventral and posterior~ 
In each locus, ten 
;;;; ~ t,'Ndn>cho.-d 
--,~ ~f'\VS 
nuclei were measured carefully using the ocular 
micrometer. Diameters of the nuclei were estimated to i of an ocular 
unit o The loci were measured in a sequence determined by lot so as to 
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avoid bias as to location. in the embryo. The nuclear measurements were 
made at three different times. The first was approximately 24 hours 
after exposure te the chemical. The seeond was approximately 29-30 
hours after exposure. The third was 34 hours after exposure to the 
ehemicalo 
The ocular counts of the nuclei were then treated statistically 
to see if there was a significant difference between the diameters of 
the cell nuclei in the three classes.I) the four regions or loci, am.d 
ia the measurements taken at different staijes of de,velopment. 
Some of the fixed material was also dehydrated in isopropyl alcoh-
ol.- The embryos were then cleared in xylene. The embryos were embedd-
ed in soft para! fin ( S2-54°c), mounted in para£ fin blocks.. .A rotary 
microtome was used to cut serial sections of the embryoso The sections 
were mauted on a. slide and stained in Harris• hematoxylin followed 
by an eosine counterstain. Some were stained in Heidenhain's iron-
h.ematoxyli:n. Poor adhesion of the sections occurred so that compara-
tive histological studies were not feasible. Some studies of the 
!rtological str~Cl~:1;re w~re made u.sing these slides and those prepared 
by the squash techniqueo 
A special experiment sheet was used fer each separate test and 
contained such needed information ass date of the experiment, devel-
opmental stages of the eggs at the time of exposure to the chemical, 
number of hours exposure to the chemical, parts per million of the 
chemical in each culture dish, and the number of eggs in each culture 
dish. Readings or observations were made after certain time periods 
and the information that was recorded with each observation period 
consisted ofs the number dead, the number dying, the number abnormal, 
the number retarded, the amount of pigmentation at the time of the 
reading, and any other unusual observation which might indicate the 
effects of the treatment on the normal embryonic differentation. Each 
culture was replicated twice in each test. A sample data sheet is 
included in the appendixo 
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EXPERIMENTAL DATA AND OBSERVATIONS 
General observations £! effects 
The embryos used in the experiments demonstrated retardation in 
direct proportion to the concentrations of the chemical used and they 
showed the effects in solutions as low as 0.32 ppm. A concentration 
of 1.8 ppm caused death in approximately 72 hours after fertilization, 
(stage JO-Balinsky, 1948). The embryos that were exposed to the 
chemical were u:aable to hatch except in the lowest coneentration(0.18 
ppm). All of the embryos used im these tests demonstrated certain 
abnormal and retarded structures after exposure to equilenin. These 
abnormalities will now be discussed in more detail. 
(A) Pigmentation 
In all concentrations, there was a tendaney toward abnormal 
distribution of melanophores of both the eyes and the body. At the 
higher concentrations the pigment was absent or very sparse (Plate J, 
Figures 2 and l). 
In general, the development of pigmentation in the Zebra Fish 
follews that described by Balin.sky for cyprinid fishes (1946). The 
first sign of pigmentation appears in the eye in the antero ... oranial 
portion of the optic cup around 2$ hours. The area becomes d.a.rker and 
wider, covering more and more of the optic cup (27-28 hours). The 
melanophores are distributed on the body and tail of the embryo in 
four longitudinal lines. The dorsal line, consisting of one or more 
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rows of cells, is located along the d~rsal edges of the m,yotomes. The 
lateral pigment line, consisting of dne row of cells, runs along the 
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middle of each side. The ventro=Tisceral line consists of several rows 
of cells in the trunk r~gion lining the upper part or the body caTit70 
In the tail re1ion this line is continued along the ventral edge ot 
the myotomeso In addition to these paired lines, there is also a 
fourth unpaired line, the midventral line, ruDDing along the ventral 
border of the gut in the. trunk regiono 
Pigment cells are also located in the interior of the bod7 and 
they can be separated into three areass: (1) The melanophores located. 
in the walls of the pericardium and ;yolk saco The heart itself is 
entirel.7 free of pigm1ntation. (2) The melanophores of the horizontal 
m.yoseptumo This is the connective tissue membrane that separates the 
dorsal trom the ventral longi\udinal muscles of the bod7. (3) The 
mel.anophorea of the nasal regiono The7 adhere to the wall of the u.sal 
The pigment& tion of the eye did not appear in the treated specimns 
until approximately 28=30 hours after fert.ilizationo There was a large 
reduction or pigmentation in the treated specimens compared to the 
normal embryo, • 
.After 48 hours of development the melanophores were in great ab-
undance in the normal emb17os (Plate VII, Fi gure l ) o In the treated 
specimeDBj . ~here were t.w m'linophores pnsent. on the yolk sac and 
. . 
1 
atound the area of the pericardium (Plate VIIp· Figure 2)., There wae 
sparse pigmentation in the optic cup of. the eyeo The three main paired 
lines along the b&dy had some melanophores present but the7 were flt1"7 
much reduced in size and numbero 
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In generalJ the reduction in pigmentation was in direct proportion 
to the coneentration of equilenin usedo However, some of the reducti<n-1 
may be due to propylene glycol rather than the equilenino A propylene 
glycol solution of 2,.0 ppm inhibits pigmentation on the body but does 
not seem to a.ffec·t the eye pigment. However., in a 1,,0 ppm solution of 
propylene glycol there are not an;r visible effects of reduC'tion of pig-
ment. In a 1 .. 0 ppm. solution of equilenin the pigment development is 
greatly retarded,. 
(B) Eye 
The eye was also affected by the 1.8 ppm concentration of equil= 
enin9 It was not deformed or abnormal in any way but appeared to be 
retarded in growth by the presence of the chemical. In the normal 
embryo, the pptic vesicles appear as outpoeketings from the posterior 
pa.rt of the prosencephalon around 9 hours., An inpocketing at the cen-
ter of each vesicle is seen to be formed as a longitudinal slit which 
deepens in the s.pherical surface G>f the oval vessic1es ." The ectoderm 
thickens above the cup and separates from the rest of the ectoderm to 
become the primitive crystalline, lenso The optic stalk formation. 
takes place by c:0nstriction of the basal portion of the optic cup. The 
iris of the eye is formed around 24 hours on the outer border of the 
optic cup .. The eye contains both g~ld and black pigment. The gold 
pigment was only visible (48 hours) when the black pigment failed to 
develop., The equilenin did not appear to keep any of the structures 
of the eye from developing;, but it did slow down or retard the develop-
ment of these structures., In some cases, in the stronger concentrations, 
the optic cup had just developed 48 hours after fertilization. 
(C) Pericardium.51 heart area, and circulation 
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The pericardium, heart ap.d the circulation seemed to be especially 
sensitive to equilenin. The pericardial sac appears as a thin flat sac 
upon the yolk. It extends in a perpendicular plane from beneath the 
eyes to the ventral aide of the yolk sacc The heart appears as a simple 
tube within the pericardiumo A constriction of the tubular heart 
separa.~os the atrium from the ventriclee Circulation begins about 30 
minutes after the heart starts to beato This is approximately 28Q30 
hours after fertilization. The weaker concentrations of equilenin did 
not appear to affect the development of, the. heart and circulation., but 
it caused the pericardial sac to swell to approximately 2-3 times its 
normal size .. 
The stronger concentrations of the chemical caused a large swell-
ing of the pericardium ( Plate 1 9 Figure 8 and Plate IV, Figure 9)o 
The heart appeared to be developed norm.ally but the beat was very err"" 
atic. At first there would be a series of strong rapid beats followed 
by a'"series of very weak be~ts. The circulation appeared to be con-
jested in areas of the yolk sac and in some of the tail areas while 
other areas of circulation appeared norma.l. 
(D) Tail and gut 
The development of the tail begins anterior to the point of 
blastoporal closure ( dorsal tip). Here there is formed an undifferent-
iated mass of cells» which comprises the future tail bud. The first 
major change is the co~striction of the tail away from the yolk {18~19 
hours). As this separation .from the yolk continues~ the yolk sac which 
was ovoid in shape, begins to constr.ict in the region ventral and ant-
erior to the tail bud., This constriction forms the hindgut. which is 
located ventral to the anterior portion of the tail<)\ The tail is formed 
concurrently with. the hind gut by the posterior elongation. The hind 
gut·oontinues to lengthen by the continual constriction f'rom the yolk 
:mass,• and elongation. The tail oontinues to lengthen and eventually 
becomes free from the yolk. The anus appears as an invagination of 
the eotoderm which connects the hind gut to the exterior. 
In all the tests that were run in the laboratory.I> the gut and 
tail area were by far the most sensitive to equilenin. The whole 
area -of the gut is retarded. in structure to about G>ne-balf the normal 
size. The very short area that is visible from the yolk sac posterior 
to the anus is swollen from l to 4 times its usuai size depending om 
the concentration usedo In the J.O ppm concentration tb.e gut will be 
twice as thick as the tail area dorsal tQ the gut {Plate 4, Figure 9). 
In the :normal embryo, the gut should be about one-fourth the thickness 
of the tail. The tail does not appear especially abnormal in structure 
but appears more to be retarded in growth .. The tail 0£ the normal 
embryos should be longer than the rest of the body area anterior to· 
the yolk sac (Plate 19 Figure l)o In the 1.8 ppm concentration, the 
tail is reduced to approximately one=fifth the normal size and has 
become more thickened (Plate 4, Figure 9). 
(E) Pectoral append.ages 
The pectoral app@ndages appear as bud~like growths on each side 
of the median body axis near ·the myelencepha.lon around 30 hours:.i As 
development continues,. the fin bud becomes larger and ·extends farther 
from the body axis. The distal end becomes serrated. a:nd_will develop 
into a functional fin before hatching. Equilenin definitely stops the 
development of these fins. The pectoral appendages did not gppear in 
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any of the embryos that were exposed to 0.32 ppm of equilenin or highero 
In the normal 72 hour embryos the fins were evident and well developed 
(Plate Vp Figure 2). 
The above were some of the t,ypicail. equilenin effects that occurred. 
They were never produced until after the embryos had developed for 20-
24 hours. This tends to in~icate that the embryos must reach a certain 
stage of differentiation before the equilenin can produce its effects .. 
The only effect produced during the early hours of exposure was 
a normal fish kill~ In Tabl~ 4, it can be seen that at the 6th and 12 
th hour readings there were no visible effects except that the death 
rate in the treated specimens was greatero The normal death rate during 
the.first 24 hours of life in the Zebra Fish is about 10 percent~ This 
usually occur.s during the first 12 hourso In Table 4, the 24 hour 
reading corresponds to approximately 26-27 hours after fertilizationo 
Since all of the body organs are usually formed in the first 24 
hours, observations or readings were made daily thereafter; i., eo, 
a.t 48ll 72ll and 96 hours. Equilenin affects the embryos much more the 
second day than it does the firs<!.o In the 0.,.32 ppm concentration.9 all 
o:£ the embryos were either dead or abnormal after !i.Bhours exposure .. 
At the higher con~entrations 9 the effects were much more severe with 
approximately half of the embryos dead in 48 hourso At the 72 hour 
observations periodp it was noted that the ~ontrol embryos were hatch= 
ing while the other treated embryos were not approaching the hatching 
stage o An increase in fish kill because of the long exposure to, the 
chemical was observed at the end of the 96th hour of exposure (Table 
4). The Oo.32 ppm C(il(/'\)~1:mtration embryos were greatly retarded and 
ab:aorma.J. while devel(C)pmen:t of the embryos in the stronger concentra t~ 
ions was completely arrested~ The embryos in the propylene glycol 
culture and the Ool8 ppm equilenin culture were hatched and appeared 
normal except for the partial absence of pigmentation in the specimens 
in propylene glycol. 
!!;Ec,sur.~ _<!uring !.arly clea.vag~ 
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From February 89 1957 to January 39 1958 several aerie$ or tests 
were run and data compiled (Table 4). The embryos used during these 
tests were in early cleavage ©orresponding to stages 3=4 (Balinsky, 
1948). They were exposed to equilenin in concentrations of o.18 JI 0 • .32, 
o.56, 1.0.9 and 1.8 ppm., Again the typical equilenin. effects were not 
observed until after 24 hours of exposureo After 48 hours exposure 1 
the effects were very evident in the o.32. ppm culture but there were 
n.o apparently abnormal embryos in the 0.18 ppm culture. In the 1.8 
ppm, development was completely arrestedo 
The 72 hour observations were approximately the same as the 48 
hour except the long exposure to the chemical was becoming evident at 
this period. A larger nmnbe:r of embryos were dead in t,he solutions of 
higher (l.O and 1.8 ppm) com,ientrations o At tb.e time of the 96 hour 
observations, a still greater number of embryos were dead. At the 
higher conoentrations of loOand 1.8 ppm :some of the embryos were so 
arrested that it was difficult to tell the posterior body areas from 
the anterior. At this time$) the embryos of the Ool8 ppm aulture and 
the controls were hatched. 
In. Table 41 the percentage of the number dead, normal» and abn.or-
mal and retarded is readily seeno Therefore9 at any given concentration ,, 
and at any given time, the observational data on the effects are showmo 
-~J>osur__! d~ring, 4,ate cleavage 
In the same period from February 8Ji 1957 to January ).9 19.58.si 
several other series of tests were run and t_he data are eompiled in 
Table $. This table, shows in graphi© form the percentages of normal9 
a.'bnorma.l and retarded.!) and dead embryos. The embryos used during these 
tests were exposed te equilanin in the various oonoentrations during 
Late ~leavage, stages .5=8 (Ba.li.nsky9 1948). During these tssts» the 
same results were obtained as whea the embryos were exposed while 'in 
early cleavage .. There seemed to be a. greater fish kill when the 
embryos were exposed during early cleavage.. At the time of the 96 hour 
observation period» all of the embryos in the Oo32, 0.569 1 .. 0, and 1.8 
ppm concentration eultures were affected. The control embryos and the 
Ool8 ppm culture dish embryos were hatched and normal. 
~eeove::z !-J2i~itz of ~ embryo.!_ 
From September 25.!) 1957 to March 25p 1958 another series of tests 
was run and the data compile~ (Table 6). Results of these tests are 
presented in Plates 2» 3$ 5j and 6. These tests were Gesigned to test 
t.he rate o:f' recovery of the embeyo after the equilenin was removed. 
In these experiments, the tests were set up as show,n in Table I.. One 
half ®f the embryos were exposed to the equilenin and all~wed to stay 
in this chemical for 96 hours. In the other half of the test, the 
embryos were exposed to the ~he:mical fcir 2b, hours. The embryos were 
then removed from the chemioal and washed in fresh water and put back 
in culture dishes contaim.ing only f~esh aerated tap water. The 24 
h.our observation period showed there was a·fish kill of approximately 
40% in the 1.0 and 1.,8 ppm culturesG The other 60% of the embryos of 
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these ~ultu:res was abnormal and retarded with some of the embryos 
completely arrested. 
At the time of the 48 hour observations, or 24 hours after the 
removal of the ehemi~al» some of the 0.32 ppm culture embryos were 
abnorma.l but others had begun to recovero At the higher concentratiGns 
(loO and l.B ppm), the embryos were still very abnormal • .However.11 24 
hours later at the 72 hour observations, all of the Oo32 ppm culture 
was fully recovered and appeared normal. Approximately 30% of the loO 
ppm and 108 ppm cultures appeared to have recovered while 30% were 
still abnormal and retarded. When the recovery test was terminated 
72 hours after removal fr(l)m. the chemical, th.ere were only 10% of th~ 
embryos in the ©oncentrations of 1.0 and 1.8 ppm that did not appear to 
have completely recovered. 
Table 6 shows in graphic form the data on the recovery test. Part 
(a) is set up to sh.ow percentage recovery of tlil.e embryoso It was found 
tha.t as the observation time increased or the time in which the embryos 
were removed .from the chemical, the percentage of fully-recovered 
embryos inoreasedo Part (b) cor:1sists of the half of th.e test where 
the chemical was not removed. The results of this part of the test 
show that at the higher concentrationss 100% of the embryos were dead 
or abnormal and retarded. 
It was observed during the recovery tests that pigment cells 
' 
appeared to be very qui.ck to recover from the effects of ·the hormone. 
The eye, heart, and circulation a.ls© appeared to be able to completely 
recover in a short timeo The pericardium and the tail a.:rea took a 
nmeh longer time t$ show the signs of recovery. The gut regained 
normal size and shape much more quickly than the tail. In some cases 
the tail never did C1ompletely recover from the effects of the equil= 
enin. In some cases 9 the tail demonst:rated a very typical our"\ei.ng 
(Plate V9 Figure 6 and Plate VI.j Figure 6)~ 
~everity of the effect~£!!.!: the embryonic development 
Tables 7 an.d 8 show the severity of the effects with the differ= 
ent concentrations and lengths of exposuree In the loB ppm culture~ 
after 24 hours of exposure the embryos were completely airrested~ and 
development had beeu stopped. In the o.56 and 1.0 ppm cultures the 
embryos were very abnormal but development was still progressing. 
/ The 0.18 and 0.32 ppm cultures produced no detectable effects irrthe 
first 24 hours. At the 48 hour observation period» it was noted that 
in the 1.0 ppm culture the growth had stopped and now the lower ©on-
aentration of Oe32 ppm also showed the typical effects. When the 96 
hour observations were made 9 the embryos in the lower concentrations 
were abnormal while in the higher conioentrations the embryos had com• 
pletely stopped developmento 
Table 9 shows the se~rerity of the effects for another group. of 
tests. In this group of testsp the embryos were allowed to develop 
for 24 hours and then were exposed to the hormone. It was noted that 
six hours after exposure to the eiquilenin9 the effects were very 
apparent and all the embry©s were abnormal. Again in these tests, as 
exposure time progressed the severity of the effects beeame more in-
tenseo At the 96 hour observation time.9 the embryos in the lower 
concentrations were abnormal while in the higher concentrations 
embryonic developmemt was completely arrested~ 
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In Table 10~ the severity of the effects f'or the recovery test 
was noted., Observations were made 6 and12 hours after the removal 
of the chemical. In the loB- ppm culture t,he development of the 
embryos was arrested9 In the Oo$6 and. L,O ppm cultures the embryos 
wer~ ata~ti.tlg to developo Recovery Si!Jemed to be progressiag Terry 
well in toe cultures from. the iconoentrations(lower) 72 hours after 
removal. However» in the loO and 108 ppm cultures, the embryos 
still showed retardation, . At the time of the 96 hour observatiorris 
(four days after removal of the hormone).\l all of the embryos were 
recovered except in the 1.,8 ppm ~ulture. Almost all of tb.ese were 
recovered ex@ept for a few that appeared still slightly retarded 
in tb.e region of the tailo 
Importa~ steroid! ~ est:rogemc. steroids 
Plate VIII im the appendix shows the structural .formulae of some 
important steroids and some of the estroge:nic steroids that nave been 
tested in this laboratoryo It was found that although some of these 
compounds differ only in the presence or absence of a methyl grou.p,11 
hydroxyl group» or the location of a double bond,11 they differ very 
much in their effects on the development of the fish embryoo 
Other test observations 
~...... ~ --------
Variations of th9 eon~e~trations of the che:m:i.cal and. of length ~f 
exposure time were made in another series of testso One group of 
tests consisted of increasing the concentrations to 3.09 5.09 lGo0.9 
and 20.0 ppm.. Simi.liar results were obtained in these tests. aow-
eve:r, the effects were much more intense than in the previous high 
concentration of 1.8 ppm. Another group of tests was run to test the 
time for a total fish killo In these tests it was found that none of 
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the fish in the @o.56» 1.09 and l.B ppm concentrations were able to 
live more than seven days in the presence of the chemical ~hile app= 
roximately 95% were dead within six days after administration or the 
hormone. 
Gytological obse:rva tions 
The study of the '1l!ells in the se~tioned embryos and in the 
squashed embryos stained with aceto=carmine gave the following in= 
formation. I~ those areas where the effe~ts of the equilenin seemed 
to be most severe~ it was noted that some of the intra~ellular 
elements were absent o The nu©lei of the cells in the embryos treated 
with equilenin s~emed to be larger than they were in those ~ultured 
in propylene glycol and wat.ere In the hormone=treated cellsp the 
chromosomes appeared to be larger and thicker than in the controls. 
The chromatin threads and network seemed to be denser and more heav-
ily stained in the ~ells from equilenin=treated emb;ryos. 
The results from the statistical study o.f the diameter of the 
nuclei of treated and untreated cells confirmed at least one of the 
above :1.mpressionso The size of the cells» based on the nuclear 
dia.metersp of the embryos cultured in 2o0 ppm of, equilenin were sign-
ificantly larger than were the cells of the controls. 
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The raw data and measurements of the diameter of the randomly 
selected cells are given in Table 12 in the appendix. The statistical 
data based on these measurements are presented in the following tabless 
TABLE 1 
ANALYSIS OF THE VARIATIONS IN THE DIAMETER OF CELL NUCLEI 
Source df' ss 
Total 1079 4.,200 .. 028 
Replications 8 8.610 
Treatments 2 
(I & II) vs. III (1) 3,672.535 
I V~o II (1) 0.,735 
Error (a) 16 4.400 
Location 3 0~378 
Location X 
Treatment. 6 12.632 
Error (b) 72 25.,023 
Between cells 0 
within location 972 475.715 
df- degrees of freedom 
ss- sum of squares 
p- probability 
ms 
L076 
J.,672.535 
0~735 
0.275 
0.126 
2.105 
0.348 
o.489 
f 
-
13$335.oo P<..001 
2.67 P(..05 
( LOO 
6005 ~(..01 
ms- mean of squares 
f- ratio 
TABLE 2 
LOCATIONS X TREATMENTS 
~ A B 483.00 473.,50 I 
II 487075 437.,00 
III 831.,25 838 .. 25 
Total 1802.00 1798.75 
Treatment SSi 3673.27 
Location ssz 0.378 
Location X Treatmenti 12.632 
C 
473 050 
479.75 
836,, 75 
1790.00 
D 
483.00 
481.,50 
826050 
1791000 
Totals 
1936.00 
3332.,75 
7181.75 
GFt 47756.975 
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1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
TABLE 3 
REPLICATIONS X TREATMENTS SS 
219050 
209 .. 25 
213:75 
213:75 
2,11,~50 
213'~00 
213~75 
210~25 
208 .. 25 
219.,50 
221.75 
212~00 
212.2, 
213,,75 
214.,50 
213~75 
219.00 
209.50 
Treatment SS g 36 73 o2 7 
Rep. SSs 8 .. 61 
Rep. X Treatment SS: h .. 4 
383.75 
376.so 
369.00 
364.00 
368~,o 
368.,o 
369000 
368.50 
365000 
822 .. 75 
807.50 
794. 75 
790.00 
793~75 
796 .. oo 
796.50 
797.75 
782.75 
Jl 
DISCUSSION 
Equilenin has been shown to affect the embryonic development of 
the Zebra Fish in concentrations as low as 0.32 ppm. These effects 
have been shown to be characteristic of the hormone and to be direct~ 
ly proportional to the concentration of the chemical used. That the 
ef;'ects a.re primarily due to retardation in the process of' organo-
genesis seems evident by the fact that recovery occurred when the 
chemical was removed. This would perhaps indicate that the hormone 
interfers with the metabolism of the cell and the process of morpho= 
genesis. 
The cytological and histological studies were not complete 
enough to justify'any conclusions concerning the selective effects of 
equilenin upon a particular tissue. There was some morphological 
evidence that certain tissues were affected more than others but the 
recovery data would seem to contradict this. 
It was found that the equilenin caused certain abnormalities.s, 
for exampleJ a vast reduction of pigment. This lack of pigment form~ 
ation could be the result of several factors. Equilenin could prevent 
the formation of melanin_9 or it could prevent the formation of melano-
phores o However» it seems more likely that the equilenin actually 
retards the process of mitosis and morphogenesis so much that the 
cells that produce pigment are not developedo Propylene glycol in a 
2o0 ppm concentration may actually stop the production of melanin in 
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the body area while no visible effect.is detectable in the eyes. The 
eyes are also sensitive to equilenin. They did not appear abnormal 
in structure !iJ but the equilenin seemed to have retarded development. 
The gut and pericardium show a very typical abnormal shape after 
exposure to the hormone. This may also be the result of the vast 
retardation of body processes. These areas show signs of swelling 
while other affected areas have not done this~ The Council on Pharm-
acy and Chemistry of the American Medical Association reveals that 
estrogens produce an increase in water content of the tissues after 
a.dministration. This could be an explanation for the large swollen 
areas. The gut!!J while very much swollenjl is also very much retarded 
in length. The tail area is not particularly abnormal in shape but 
it is very much retarded in development by the chemicalJ} possibly 
because the chemical affects the cells in such a way that they can 
not undergo mitosis at the usual rate. 
It was found that when the embryos were exposed to the hormone 
the pectoral appendages dicl not develop, while in the recovery spec .. 
imens they were f.ormed. This was due probably to the .fact that the 
cells that organize and produce these fins have been so retarded that 
they are not fully produced or developed while in the presemce of the 
chemical. 
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It was found that when the embryos were exposed in early cleavage, 
late cleavage, or 24 hours of age the same results were obtained. 
Thus, the chemical probably becomes affective in its action at acer-
tain period of development. The effect is probably not a disruption 
and disorganization of the tissues but merely a stoppage of develop-
34 
ment. 
Through the observations of the cytological detail of the embryos, 
it was found that the cell size and nuclear diameters had increased 
in the treated specimenso The increase in cell size could cause part 
of the swelling of the different areas. 
"The size of the nucleus is variable, but in general it bears 
some relation to that of the cytoplasm. This may be expressed nUllJ.eri-
oally in the so=called nucleoplasmic index (NP) (Ro Hertwig). 
Vn 
NP :1 - .. -----= 
Vc-Vn 
Vn being the nuclear volume and Ve the volume of the cell., 11 
11This NP index states that a relationship exists between the vol-
ume of the cytoplasm and that of the nucleus, of such a nature that 
when the former increases, the second also should increaseo The lack 
of maintenance of the NP ratio would seem to act as a stimulus to cell 
division. In general, younger cells have larger nuclei 9 but this 
rule is not constant~.'' (DeRobertisj Nowinski,, and Saez,, 1954)0 
The increase in the nuclear diameter of the cell could result 
from two major factors. First a polyploid condition, which is a dup~ 
lication of chromosomes without cell divisiono This does riot seem 
as likely as the second factor, but one point that could be very 
significant is the increased thickness and density of the chromosomes 
of the treated specimens. The second possibility might be that mit-
osis has been retarded or stopped and the tissues are therefore not 
formed and differentiated6 This would explain the vast retardation of 
the different affected areaso 
It is not known just how the chemical would affect mitosis but 
the most probable explanation is that it interfers with the actual 
metabolism of the cellso It could interupt certain enzyme chains 
that break down certain food and release energy that would normally 
be utilized so that mitosis and differentation could occur in the 
usual fashion9 The undividing cells might 9 however, increase in 
size instead of dividing, and differentiating. Since equilenin does 
seem to have some affect on the process of mitosis, it is very 
possible that this drug could be used in the future in treatment of 
certain types of cancers. 
It would appear very desirable for further studies in this area 
to see if the nuclear diameters decrease more and more with ageo 
Also another study could be made to test the nuclear diameters of the 
cells of the recovered embryos to see if they return to normal sizeo 
Studies of the relative numbers of cells in the various stages of 
mitosis in treated and untreated material might be indicative (mit-
otic index)o No abnormal or amitotic cells were observedo 
By analysis of the results of the statistical data, some very 
interesting factors were observedo As the age of the embryos in all 
classes increasedJ the diameters of the nuclei decreased slightlyo 
These results a.re shown i.n Repli:;;ation X Treatment (Table 3) o There 
did not appear to be a significant difference between the nuclear 
diameters of the cells in different loci as can be seen in Locations 
X Treatment (Table 2)o The large mean square, Oo489j between the 
cells within the loci when compared with error (a) indicates that 
different types of cells might have been measuredo The location x 
treatment mean square might be false due to the excessive size of the 
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treatment squareo The mean square for replications might arise from 
three sources: namely3 fatigue in making measurements 1 :maturity of 
36 
the embryos$ or just random effeetso Further study on this is advisedo 
SUMMARY 
A study of lg460 embryos of the Zebra Fish, Brachydanio rerio, 
reveals that these embryos are sensitive to equileni.n concentrations 
as low as Oo32il,ooo,ooo (ppm) and that stronger concentrations of 
3o0tl;OOO»OOO (ppm) are not immediately lethalo Three developmental 
stages of the teleost were used during these tests o Early cleavage, 
late cleavage, and day-old embryos were exposed to various oo,ncentra= 
tions and exposure periods varying from 96 hours to seven days. 
. /. . 
It was found. that the severity of the effects produced was dir• 
ectly proportional to the concentrations of the solution and the len= 
gth of exposureo The results ot the iests indicated that the ehem:1cal 
was specific in its action because all of the embryos reacting to 
to the chemical showed typical equilenin effects (PlateIVt Figure 9)o 
Several hundred embryos were given a recovery test and onl:;y 
I 
about 10 percent.;0f these embryos wer~ unable to recovero It was 
\ found that the recoverr rate was in direct proportion to the concent-
ration of equilenin and the length of recovery time. 
These typical equilenin effects o~nsist of the .followings 
lo Equilenin in c~ncentratiop.s a~ low as OoJ2 ppm retards the 
production of melanophores and pigmentationo 
2. Heart and extr~-embryonic circulation seemed te be very 
sensitive to equilenino 
3o The gut and pericardium were extensively swolleno ;, 
4o The eyes are undeveloped at soine of the higher equilenin 
Cloncentrationso 
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5o The body and tail area were greatly retarded and develop= 
ment was stopped in the stronger solutions. 
6. The nuclear diameters of the cells were increased in the 
presence of the chemical. 
7. Oertain intracellular elements were absent in the areas 
cf extreme effect» and much of the tissue had a granular 
appearance. 
fJ8 
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Normal Brachydanio ~ embryo$ 26 hours after fert-
ilizat"iono 
Normal ,B!:aohydanio ~ embryo» 50 hours after fertm 
iliza.tiono 
Bracliyda.riio ~ embryo$ 50 hours after f ertiliza.tion 
and 48 hours after exposure to 1.8 ppm of propylene glycol. 
Brachydanio rerio embryo, 26 hours after fertilization 
and 24 hours after exposure to 0.18 ppm of equilenino 
Bi-achyda.nio rertQ. embryoll 261hours after fertilization 
an~ 24 hours after exposure to OoJ2 ppm of equilenin. 
Brachydanio rer;l,o embryo, 26 hours after f;ertilization 
and 24 hours after exposure to Oo56 ppm of eqtiilenin. 
Brachydanio. rerio embryo 9 26 hours after fertilization 
at;td 24.hours after exposure to l.O ppm of equilenin. 
Brachydanio ~ embryo, 74 hours after fertilization 
and 72 hours after exposure to loO ppm of equilenin. 
Brachydani9·rerio embryo 9 26 hours after fertilization 
and 24 hours after exposure to 1.8 ppm of equilenin .. 
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Plate I 
Figure 1. li'igure 2. Fi.£ure 3, 
Figure 4. Figure 5. Figure 6. 
FiITTll'e 7. Figure 8 . Figure 9. 
Plate IIo • 
Figure lo 
·J 0 
0000 00•000000000000000000~0.o 
Bra1GhY~W.£ :rre:r:io embiryo 9 24 hours after remoV1al from 
l.8 ppm of equilenino Was exposed for :24 hourso 
Total age o.f embryo=.50 hours. 
Brachzg"~!_o !:e.r:t2, embryo~ !_i:8 hours after removal f:rom 
O •. ls' ppm of aq'l.uleni no Was exposed f' or 24 hours. 
Total age of emb:ryu=7h·hourso 
~©hydani~ ~~l~ embryo 9 48 hours after removal from 
0.18 ppm ir:d' equilenin. Was exposed for 24 hours. 
Total age of embryo=74 hou:rs. 
B:ra.chydanio rer:lto embryo 9 48 hours af·ter removal from 
-=-o:)~of~. eq).rl.·1.enin., Was exposed :tor 24 hourso 
Total age of embry~=74 hourso 
Blt~m.1rJ rer!9 embryo 9 24 hours after removal from 
OoJ2 ppm of equi.leni.no Was exposed for 24 hours o 
To·tal agl'£l of embryo"",.50 hours o 
Bra.91].z.!an:!,.g. !'€1£,io. iembr;y-o 9 24 hours after removal fr~m 
loO ppm of equilenino Was exposed for 24 hourso 
Total age of embryo=SO hourso 
;E3~~~io~ re1:_l,q, embryo, 24 hours after remov·al .from 
LB ppm of ~q1Jilenino Was exposed fior 24 hourso 
Total age o! embr.yo=50 hourso 
Braichyd~~ao !:e!'iQ. embryo, 24 hours after removal from 
loB ppm of equilenino Was exposed for 24 hours o 
Total age of embryo=50 hourso 
kachyda.Jlio_, ~tl9. embryo 9 48 hours after :removal from 
1 .. 8 ppm of equile:o.ino Was exposed for 24 hours o 
Total age of emb:ryo=74 hour.so 
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Plate II 
Figure 1. .r'igure 2 Figure J . 
Figure 4o Figure 5. Figure 6 
Fi.uurA 7. Figure 80 Figure Q . 
Plate III.. • " <:ioooooooooo,oooooooooooooeoooo 
Figure 1.. BrachY:dvar.lJ:!2, ~o. embryo .1J 72 hours after rem.oval from 
OoJ2 ppm of equilenino Was· exposed for 24 hours. 
Tot,al age of embcyo.,,98 hours~ 
2 o , Brac'Jh~n.i2, :r~n:J~. embcyo, 48 hours afi;,er removal from 
loO ppm o.f equiil.enino Was exposed for 24 hours o 
Total age of embryo=74 b.ourso 
J;, Bracgydani_9" re!!$?, embryo,, ~.8 hours a_fter reooval from. 
LO ppm. of equ:11..lanino Was exposed fo:r. 24 hours o 
Total age of embryo= 14 hours o 
4., ~a-~~ni.~ ~ embry<),, 48 hours after removal fr©lm 
l. ppm of equilenin. Was exposed for 24 hours •. 
Total age of embryo=74 hourri. · 
5. Brachzdarii,2 !!;!i ~ t~mbcyo ~ 72 hours after removal from 
108 ppna of ~q_uU.enin. Was eixpoaied for 24 hours o 
Total age of embryo-98 hours., 
6., Brachydanio :re.rio embryo 9 48 hours aft,er 1·emoval from 
L 1r ppm of equilemino Was exposed for 24 hours o 
Total age of emb:ryo-74 hours. 
5o 
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Plate III 
.l!'igure l Figure 2 Figure J 
Figure~ Figure 5. Figure 6 
Plate IV., o 
Figure 
c:too,;,000000000000000000 ooooooeto 
l .. 
2. 
Jo 
4o 
5o 
60 
7o 
Bo 
9. 
J3:ra ~dp2 E_e!,'i,2 errdory,o~ 98 hour~ after :fertil~zation. 
n 9 1ours after ®xposure 1,.,8, ppm of eqm .. lenino 
Normal Brae !_~ri~, !l 26 hours after fe:rt ... 
iliza ion., 
Brachyda~,!£ ~:;~ 1erobryo 9 26 hours aft,er .fertilization 
and 24 hours aft,er exposure OolB ppm of equilenino 
Brac~dani.o ~~ embryo 9 26 hours after ferlilization 
.and 24 hours a.ftelr exposure to 1.,0 ppm of equilenino 
B:ra.chyd4lTI!\io ::rerio embryo 0 26 hours aft;er fertilizat:ton 
· and 2 hours after expos1.rre to loO ppm of equilenin.. 
Brachydaind.o rerio embry,}.9 hours after fertilization 
. anC24 hours= after (!;JXposure to 1 .. 8 ppm of equilenino 
Bra.chJrdanio ·re:rio iembryo 9 26 hm1rs after fert.ilizatio!ll 
and24 hcn.i.rti after exposure to lo8 ppm of equilenin. 
B:rao~anio . . embryo$ 50 hours after fe::rtiliza tion 
'=aiid Tfiours a.fter {9Xpos•1:ire to 1.,6 ppm of equi.leni.no 
B:r;e,cbxda~~?, !~£=1£ embryos 5o hours after fertilization 
and 1i'clhours after ie:x:po1:1ure JoO ppm of equilenin. 
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Plate IV 
Figure 1. Figure_ J. 
!'igure 4 Figure 5. Figure 6. 
Fii;,:ure 7 .. Figure 8. 1 Fi~ure Q . 
Plate V do o o o o o o o o o o: o °' o o o o o 0000000 00000000 
.B,ralQ:hyd.i.ni© rerio emb:ryop hours after removal from 
=r:o"pp:-rn'ot=e'q1ifLenin.o Was exposed for 24 hours., 
Total age of emb:ryo=98 hourso 
Normal B:ra£!:!ldani£ !!~ embryos 74 hours after ferl= 
ilizationo . 
No~~l, ~o .~!~~£ emb:ryo,9 98 hours aftel" fert= 
1.l1,zat 10n o 
Brachyda~o re,i:~ emki:r'yo P 96 hours after removal from 
OolB ppm of equilenin. .. W<9,s exposed for 24 hourso 
Total age of emb:ryo=l20 h©u:rso 
~~dan~oi !,6£}') embryo 9 12 hours aft,er removal from 
OoJ2 ppm of equilenino Was exposed for 24 hoUl'."s o 
Total· age of enil'~ryo-98 hours .. 
~rachida:n~e ~~ embryo 9 96 hours after removal from 
108· ppm of equileinino Was exposed for 24 hours o 
'l'6tal age of emb:ryo=l:20 hou:rso 
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Plate V 
Figure 1. Figure 2. ~'igure J. 
Figure 4. Figure 5, Figure 6. 
Plate VIo o 0 0 
Figu:r~ lo 
oooooooo~ooooooooo 0 O 0 o O 0 0 0 O O 
Normal Biraic:hydca,nio rerio em.b:cyo 9 74 hours after f e:rt= iliza~o - - = ---~ 
Normal !!,;:a_£rQ'.:,,dan:t2, !'el:'.',!o embryo l> 74 hours after fert= 
ilization and fixed in Bouin 1 s Fluid., 
Brachydanio rerio emb;ryo 9 96 hours after removal from 
. O.J56ppm of-equilenino . Was exposed for 24 hours. 
'Total age of emb:ryo=l20 hours o 
Bra,~h~:!£ rE.:[io embryo 9 96 hoµr,s after removal from 
LO ppm of equil'enino Was exposed for 24 hours o 
Total age of .. embryo=l20 ·hours o 
Braohydaaj.9 ".'e:r:,:!_Q, embryo j 96 hours after remov{:11 from 
108 ppm irJ! equilenino Was exposed £'.or 24 hoti.rso 
Total ~.ge of ?mbryo=l20 hours. 
Br~0l!Y~ reri? em~ryo 9 96 hours after removtal from 
1;~--ppm of equkle~ino Was exposed for 24 hourso 
Total age of emoryo=l20 hourso 
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Plate VI 
l!'igure l Figure 2. Figure J. 
Fiizure L.. F~ure 5. Fiizure 6. 
Plate VII o o • o 0, o o Q o o o o o o o o o ~ o <> o o o o o o o O· o .o o • 
Figure lo Normal ~ ~i.9 embryo J 50 hours after fert= 
iliza"tion and fixed in Bouinus Fluid. 
2o BraQhy.Aani..Q._,t.<t,r.iQ..J3I11bryo;, So hours after fertilization 
and 48 °hoursi after exposure to 1110,. ppm of equilenin. 
Fixed in Bou'1no SJ Fluid., .. 
.3 o £3.xac:b,yd~.ni,Q .Ji:~ embryo$ S'O hours ·after fertilization 
and 48 p.ours after expQi:mre to 1., 8 ppm of equilenin" 
Fixed i'lli. Douin° :s Fluid. 
· 411 Cel18 and nu((;llei of normal Bra.chydan.tn_ ~ embryo 26 
hours oldo FLxed in Bouin°s Fluid and stained in 
aieeto=c<1.rmine o 
5o Cells and nuclei of Braohydanio ~io embryo' exposed to 
2o0 ppm of equilenin for 24 hours. Fixed in Bouin°s 
Fluid and stained in aceti0=carmineo 
60 Cells and nuclei of B~hydanio £~io embryo exposed to 
2o0. ppm. of equilenin fer 24 hourso Fixed in Bouin°rs 
Fluid and stained in acet®=carmineQ 
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Plate VII 
Figure 1. Figure 2 Figure J. 
Figure 4. Figure 5. Figure 6. 
Plate VIII 
,1 A 
I<:,- \<.eto \:Q.u'\ le nin EQ.u'l le\'\tnE +h~I Ether 
60 
A 
o, n4dv-OeQui ler'lf r'\-1'7P 
p ~ 
~-o ~ I 
~ 
E~J\ \ eV\in -3-rrie-\h~\ ~er 
'cs-r'('one 
o..-Esho..dtol, 
TABLE 4 
EIPOSUBE DlJlURl EARLY CLEAVAGE 
I• 
100 1. 
0 
Control .18 .J2 .561.01.8 
100....,_~~~~~~~~--
0 
Control .18 .32 .56 l.O l.8 
0 
Control 018 .32 056 1.0 l.8 
48 72 
Hours Hours 
0 
Control 
, 
100,--~~--,.---~~~~--,-
0 
· Control .18 .32 .56 l.O 1.8 
% 
Normal 
% 
Abnormal & 
Retarded 
% 
Dead 
Ten teats consisting of 10 eJlb1701 in each culture 
61 
100 
.µ 
i:: 
<LI 
(.I 
... 
QI 
~ 
100 
100 __ 96- Hours 
0 
TABLE 5 
EXPOSURE DURING LATE CLEAVAGI 
46 72: 
Hours Hours 
100 
.µ 
l:l 
41 
~ 
... 
QI 
~ 
0 
100 
% 
Normal 
% 
Abnorilal & 
Retarded 
% 
Dead 
2 
Control .18 .)2 .561.01.8 
Ten tests consisting ot 10 embryos in each culture 
62 
I\ 
'l'ABU: 6 
RECOVERY TEST 
(A) Chendoal r&JllO_'ftdo (S) Chemical not 'removedo 
12 Houn 
0 
- po G. .18 .32 1.0 1.1 
Control 
24 Hours 
lOG A B A B A B A B A B 
Chemical was removed after 21:a. hours 
100 A B A B A B A B A B. 
. 
-
·-· 
.. 
. r 
B 
0 
P. -o. 
Coatrol 
100 A B 
p·. JG. 
Ce11trol 
TABIE 6 
RECOVERY TEST ( contin•ed) 
A B A B A B 
A 
.18 .32 
96 Hou.re 
B A B A B 
.18 .)2 
64 
% Horal 
% Abnonu.l & 
Retarded 
% Dead 
A B 
A B 
1.8 
-
mm 
Normal Abnormal Arres ted 
EXPOSURE DURING EARLY CLEAVAGE 
CONCENTRATION OF EQUILENIN IN PARTS PER MILLION 
Control 
6 c::J 
. 18 
CJ 
.32 
c::J 
.5 
CJ 
1.0 
c:::J 
1. 8 
CJ 
12 c:::::I LJ 
°' 
17) 
\1\ 1-1 
::, 
0 
= 24 c::J c::::::r r:::J 
- -
[ill] s:: 
H 
Cl 
a 
o,-4 
E--4 
QI 48 CJ c::::J 
- - -
IIIIlJ 1-1 :, 
17) 
0 
~ 
rz:I 
72 CJ 
- -
filID IIIIIl 
-
11111 
-illIIl 
Normal Abnorroal Arrested 
EXPOSURE DURING LATE CLEAVAGE 
CONCENTRATION OF EQUILENIN IN PARTS PER MILLION 
Control 1.8 
6C] CJ 
.12 C:=J 
°' 
O'l 
.q,_.. ,-1 
::l 
0 
::i:: 
C: 24C:l 
- -
H 
(l) 
a 
•.-! 
~ 
(l) 
48 [=:f 
- -
mm [J]J]J l-< ::l 
O'l 
0 
p. 
X 
r:a 
72c=r 
- -
1IIIIl 
96 c::::I 
-
mm OJID [ill]] 
.... 
as 
CJ 
.o4 
9 
°' 
.d 
~ u 
QJ 
.s:: 
..a 
1M 
0 
.... 
as 
> 
0 
a 
:I 
... 
QI 
..a 
.... 
..; 
0) 
... 
::I 
a 
:d 
I I 
-
[Ilfil 
Normal . Abnormal Arrested 
· Recovery-Rate After the Removal of the Chemical 
Chemical removed 24 hours after exposure 
Concentrations of Equilenin in Parts Per Killion Before Removal 
-.Control .18 .32 .56 1.0 
6 CJ f f [ __ J 
- -
12 c=J CJ 
- -
24 t:::] 
- - -
48 c::J c::J 
- -
72 _ c::, 
.c:::::J c::J 
-
96 CJ t:::] - CJ 
1.8 
Ilil]] 
-
11111 
-
-
-
IIITI1 · 
Normal Abnormal Arrested 
Exposure of 24 Hour Embryos 
Concentrations of Equilenin in Parts Per Million 
Control 
.18 .32 .56 1.0 1.8 
6 c:J I L:J [:=I c::1 
-
12 c::::J t:::J 
- -
°' 
a, 
~ (X) ::, 
0 
::c 
C: 24 t:=J r:::::, 
- -
mm 
"" cu 
a 
"" f,,( 
cu 48 CJ L:J 
-
.. mm tIIDJ ... ::, 
a, 
0 
~ 
lat 
72 c:::J CJ 
-
IJ1]JJ [IIII] [IIIl] 
96 c::::J 
-
m:m lilID fIIll1 
TABLE 11 
TYPICAL LABORATORY EXPERIMENT 
Additional notes or observation~ .-- ""'_.... ____ _ 
Exa.mpleg Date of fixation of ma.terial 
Date·· of pfotures 
Age of the embryos used in pictures 
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TABLE 12 
RAW DATA FROM MEASUREMENTS OF NUCLEAR Di AMBERS 
tlass n IH 
lo@\!l!l A B C D A B C D 1 ti C D 
lo 6 .. 75 5.00 s.oo 4-o75 6000 5.,00 ,.oo 5o51l :h5© 9.00 8050 9,,50 
C 2. 4o00 5.50 4o?5 6.5!) 6,,50 5.,75 4.,75 6,,oo 10 .. 00 10.00 10.50 9.00 
e 3. 6.oo 4.00 6.50 6.oo 4. ?5 6.oo 5.00 5.00 9.,50 n.50 a.50 10.00 
1 4-o 4.50 6.50 5.00 5o50 7.00 5.00 4.50 5~50 8050 ~MiO n.oo 9.5ij 
l 5o ? .50 .i.oo 5.00 6o@O 4.75 5.,00 5o00 4o50 n .mi 9.50 8.,GO 9o00 
$ 6., 6.,50 4.50 5.50 5.51) 5.75 5.5~ 5.75 6000 9e75 e.so 10o5Ca 10.00 
7o 4.oo 6.oo 5o5C , .. su 5.,1,0 6.,50 6.©0 4..,50 9.00 8.~(.l) lOo)!J 10.,50 
s. 5.75 s. so G.oo 6.oo 5oil0 6.!JO 5Q7 5 5.00 10.50 9.,\ii) ~i,5t, 81150 ,. 5.0@ 6.oo 4.',;'5 6.5() 6.50 Se 50 ;.,.- "';if'.' 4c5'0 H,.00 9.00 1c.oo 10.:;;o :J•,) 
rn. ;h~ ~ ~ §.ill hS £2_QQ. ~ 5S,50 iil,,.,fill 1v..,_;q, ~OG .J1~2 
u0;tah 55(1:bG 52.00 ;41.,00 :;aoDC 3B.d5 56.2~ )3toD0 5?o\l0 97. :13 9r..00 90:aco 96ci\}0 
lo 6.oc 6.75 4o?5 1I 0 3i)J 4.;'5 4. 5G 5o0@ 6.,:m 9.75 9.50 s.:,o 9.00 
2. 4ofi 5.50 5.5(! 6.oo 5.50 5.50 5.00 4.75 ::w .go 8050 rn.oc Bo~li 3. 5o5(g 4.oo s.o~ 4.50 JJ-o5r11 7 .. tiO 5.50 6.oo 9.50 9,.00 9o50 9.50 
4. s;.oo 5.50 5.©o s.oc 6.tJo 6~50 {o 15 .$.50 9.50 rn.so 10.oc~ 10.50 
s. 5o75 6000 4,50 5.50 4o5!l 6.oo 5.00 7.00 a.so f.!o5@ l\'.i~OO 10.50 6~ 6.oo 4.50 "'o75 5.00 5.,50 4.Sij 5~75 4.75 10.00 9.50 10.50 10.s@ 
-~ ?. 5.00 4.75 6.oo i.so 6.50 7.00 60 51:l 5c50 9.SiJ 9.00 Bo5© 9o51J 0 a. 6.oo 5.50 4.50 6050 6.,50 6.50 6.oo 4o'/''5 a.so 9.50 :Ws50 :MIO 
s .. 4.,50 5 .. 50 ,~so 4o5J 5,50 4o 75 5,.50 4o?5 ~.15 rn.oo s .. 75 a.so 
10 .. 
~" Sil ·~ ~ ~, .l~3-R. 5.oL'l §.,,3Jl. ,l,&Q, lpg!,,() ~15. ~O, ~ 
'i!'@fah 53.00 53.75 50.50 52eOO 54.75 58.00 55.50 53.50 95.00 93.,75 95.,75 92.00 
1~ 6.,(l(l 5,00 6050 5.00 6.oo 5.,00 6.,oo 6 .. oo a.oo 9.00 9.00 a.so 
2,,, 5.50 5.50 5.,00 6.50 5.00 4.,50 4.50 5.eyo !l.CJO 10.00 a.so 9 .. 00 
3. 5o00 4o 75 5.50 4.,75 5.00 4.75 5.00 5.00 :rn .. oo rn.oo 10.00 :w.oo 
, .. 4o]5 4o 50 6050 5.00 5.50 s.oo 5.50 5.,50 9e00 8,.00 9.50 9.00 
5o 5.00 5.00 4.,50 s.ou 4.50 5.50 6.50 4.,50 9.50 9.50 10 .. 00 e.oo 
6. 6 .. oo 4. 75 4.75 4a75 60 50 5.00 4o50 5 .. 00 s.!'.lo 9.00 a.so 9.,5!! 
7., SoOO 6.50 6050 5.50 So?S 4. 75 5.50 4.,50 9.50 9.,00 9o50 9o00, 
fl~ 6.50 5.00 5.00 5o00 5o50 6.oo 6.oo 5.50 10 .. uo 10.00 10.,00 9,.50 
9o 6.oo 6,.00 5.50 6.,50 6,.oo 5.75 5.50 s.oo a.so 9.50 8050 10000 
10. ~ ~ ~ 5& WQ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 1Tdah 55025 51.25 54.50 53.00 54 .. 25 51.25 54000 52.,50 91.00 9)o00 93.50 91.50 
TABLE 12 
(©01d:lm1ed) 
Class ii 111 
lo@ulll A B C D A B - C D A B C D 
lo 4o75 5.00 5.00 5.50 4o5@ 5ell0 5o00 4e50 Bo@O 9e00 a.oo 9.00 
C 2. SeOO 5.50 4.50 4.50 5.00 6.oo 4.50 5.00 9o00 '6 .. 50 9o50 Bo50 
e 3. 5.50 5.00 4.50 5.00 4.75 6~50 5.00 6000 9o5il ~.50 10.00 9.00 
1 , .. 6.,oo 5.,50 4.50 5.50 5.50 4.50 5.00 4.75 9.,50 a .. oo 9o00 8000 
l s. 4o 75 5.oo 6.oo 6050 5.50 4o50 6.50 6.,oo a .. oo 9 .. 50 9,.50 :rn.oo 
$ 6. 6.oo 5.50 5.00 4.50 5.50 5.00 5.50 s.oo 9 .. 50 9.,00 9.00 9.50 1 .. 5.00 6.oo 5 .. 5@ 6.50 4.75 6.,00 5.50 5 .. 00 9.50 9.00 s.oo rn.50 
-8. 6.50 4o50 5.50 5.00 5.,50 6.oo 4.50 6ol}0 e .. oo 9.50 9.50 :u,o.o@ 
. 9. 5.00 - 5.50 6.oo 4.75 5.00 5.00 s~oo 5.,00 rn.oo 9.00 lOoOO a.,oo 
rn. 
~!iQ. hlQ. ~ 6.,@o ~_QQ ~ ~ 15,,.,ilil ~ ~ ~ ~ i@hh 54.00 54.00 52.00 53.75 52.00 54.00 53.00 53.75 9il.50 89.!JO 92.,00 92 .. 50 
-
1. 4.75 6.oo 5.00 4. 7 5 3.50 ~ .. 75 5.00 5.5@ a .. oo 9o00 a.so a.,oo 
2o 6.oo 5.,00 5.50 5.50 6.oo 6.50 s.oo 1;.75 rn .. oo 9.50 '.MJO 9.50 3. 5.00 4-. 75 6.oo 5.00 s.oo 5.00 5o50 6.50 9.50 10.00 8,.00 9.00 
t. 6.oo 5.50 ,.so 6.50 5.00 5.50 4.75 5.50 10.,51) e.50 10.00 rn.oo 
5. 6.,oo 5.00 5.50 5.,50 4o75 5.50 6.oo 4.50 s.oo 9.50 a.oo 9.,@o 6. 5.,00 5.00 5.00 5.00 6.,50 5.50 5.50 6.,00 10 .. 50 '9o50 10000 Bc50 
7o [5.-.l'.llll 4.?5 6.oo 6.oo 5.00 4.50 4.75 5.,@0 9o00 Hlo©O 9o50 SoM 
-.J So 5~·· 5.50 4o50 6.50 6.oo 5.,00 5.50 6.00 lOoOO s.oo :10 .. 00 10 .. 50 F' 
9o 4.50 5.00 5.50 4.,75 5.50 5.00 5.00 5.,50 9 .. 50 10 .. 00 a.so 9.,00 
10. hl.5. 5.&Q. !k!!.Q. ,2s.5J1 ~ ~ §.afill 4 ... 25, ~ lik!ill ~,5,!l ~ 
'foiah 52.50 51.50 52.50 55.00 54.,00 52075 S!loOO 54.00 93.50 94.,51'} 91.00 B9o50 
-
1. 5.00 5.00 ,.5{1 4.50 5o00 5.,50 5.00 5.,00 a.50 9.,00 8.,00 9.00 2. s. 50 4.75 5GOO 5.50 6.oo 4o50 5.50 4o75 10.00 90'50 9.50 s .. so 3. 6.oo 5.50 s.@o 6,.oo 5.50 5.50 s.oo 6.,oo 9.00 s .. oo 10.00 9.50 4o 5.00 5.,50 4~50 4o75 4o50 5o00 5.50 4o50 10 .. 50 s.,50 9.,00 s.oo 5. 6.oo 4.75 6.50 5.50 6.50 5.50 4.,75 6.50 a.oo 10.,00 10.00 a.so 6. s. 50 6.oo 5.00 s.oo 5.,00 6.oo 5.75 5 .. 00 s. 50 9.50 a.oo 10.00 7. 4. 75 5.50 4.75 EioOO 5.,50 4o75 6.50 4o50 9.50 10050 9.50 a.,50 a. 5.00 5.00 6000 5.00 5o00 5. 75 5.50 6.oo 9.00 S..50 10.50 10050 9o 6.50 6.50 5.00 6.50 5.00 6~00 6.50 5o00 10.00 10.50, 10.00 9.00 10. ~ hll 5.e.i1Q, ~ !&25. ~ Ll.i .5.a.5Q. ~ ~ .JWl,Q, ~ Totah 53.75 53.75 52.25 53.75 52.75 54.,25 54.75 52.75 · 91.,50 93.,50 92.50 91.00 
'l'ABlE 12 
(eo;iti mJ ed) 
Clai!SS H 111 
loeus A B C D A B C i) IA B G D 
-
6oil0 6c!l0 6.,oo lo 5o50 5o00 ~.oo 5.00 5.,00 10.110 B.@O 9 .. 00 8050 
" 5.,00 4.,75 G.,llO 4.,75 4.,50 5.,00 4.,50 5 .. 00 s .. oo 9.,51) 10.50 10 .. 50 
"'" Jo 4o50 6.,oo 5.50 6.,oo 6.,50 4.,50 6.,00 ,.75 9.,50 10 .. 50 9 .. 00 9.50 4. 5o00 5.,50 4.50 5.,00 5 .. 00 5.00 6e!JO 5o00 9.00 9.50 s .. oo s.@o 
s. 6.,50 5.50 5.00 4.,75 6.oo 5.50 ,.so 5.,50 s.oo So©O 9o00 9~00 6. 4o75 4.,50 5.,50 5o50 4.,75 6.,50 5.00 6.,oo 9.50 9.50 10050 s .. oo 
?:o 5.50 6.50 4.75 6.,50 5.50 5.,00 5,.50 4o75 rn,,50 10.,ijO 9o50 9.,5c 
-8. 6.oo 5.00 5. 50 5o!l0 5.,©0 4.,75 6.,oo 5 .. 50 9.50 9.50 8e00 HloOO 
9o 4o50 5o50 6.50 5o50 6eOO 5o50 5.50 6.50 s.oo 9.00 9o50 9o51l 10. §..,,fill 5.a.iUl. ...€dQ. ~· ~ '?e20 ~ ~ 1;1,a;o 10 0 liO ~ ~ fotd® 53-.:;:5 53.25 59.25 53.00 54.25 52.?5 52075 54.00 'll.o~O 9~o00 93000 90050 
la. 6.oo 4. 50 5.00 6o@O 4.50 OG5(} SoOO 4o75 a.oo !MO s.50 9o@O 
2. 5.50 5.50 4o;i0 5.00 5.00 6.oo 5o5@ 5 .. 50 9.50 HJ.,00 10.00 rn.so 3. (.50 5.00 5. 50 5.50 5o50 4o?5 4.,50 6050 9o00 9.,00 9.,50 8.,50 , .. 5.QO 5.00 6.,(10 5.00 foOO 5,,50 6.,1,0 4e?5 rn.oo a.,50 9.00 9.50 Sc 5.50 4.75 5.,50 4.,75 5.50 5.50 5o50 Sol.JO 10 .. 00 9.50 s.oo 9.50 6. 4.75 5o50 4.?5 5.50 5o00 6050 6.50 5o5G \MIO 9.,50 9.5@ rn .. 50 
....:I 7o 6050 5.00 5.,50 SoOO 6.50 4o75 4.7 5 6 .. oo 9.00 10 .. 50 10.50 l;l.,00 
I\.) Bo 5o50 4.50 5.50 6.,oo 5.,50 5.50 5.50 5o50 s.so s.oo '.M.10 9o00 
9o 5.50 6.oo s.oo 5.50 4o 75 6.,oo SoOO 5.50 9.00 9.00 9o~il 10.,50 lOo ~ 5.t.P.Q. ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 615_0 ~ ~ ~ ~ 
'fotd$ 53.50 50.75 s,~2s 52.75 53.75 56000 53.75 55.,00 9o.oo 9,.{lo 91.50 93000 
1. 4.75 6.oo 5.00 6.,@I) 4o75 6.,oo 4.50 5.50 a .. so 9.,00 10.00 9.00 
2 .. 5.50 5.00 4o75 5.50 5.50 5.50 5.50 4.75 9.00 10.50 9.00 a.so 3 .. 6.,oo 4. 75 5.50 4.oo s.oo 5.00 5.00 6.,50 9o50 B.oo 9.,00 !MIO 
4. 5.00 5.50 5.00 5 .. 00 6.50 4.75 4.50 5.,00 10.00 9.00 9.,50 10.00 5. 4.50 5.00 5.,50 6.,00 6.co 5.00 6000 5.00 8050 10 .. 00 8. 50 s.oo 6. 5.50 6.50 4. 50 4.00 5.00 6.oo 5.00 6.50 9.00 9.00 9.00 10.50 7. 5.00 5.50 s. 5-0 5.50 4.,00 5.00 4.50 5 .. 00 9.00 9.50 9.50 9.50 a. 6.50 4. 75 5.00 SoOO 5.00 5o00 5.00 4.,75 10.00 s.oo 9o00 9o00 9. 5.50 5.00 5.50 6000 6000 5.00 5.00 6.oo 9.00 10. 50 10.00 8000 
10. ~ 6.oo kW2. !&l5. ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ iohb 52.25 54000 50.25 51. 75 53.75 5lo7 5 50.00 54.00 90.50 92050 91.50 90050 
Un its of an oecular mi .::rometer were U$ed for measurements. Nudear diameters were estimated to i an occul~r unit. 
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